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One Saturday morning in late June 1984, about
six weeks before my thirtieth birthday, I loaded
up my bicycle and set off from my home in
Redhill, Surrey. A week later I had cycled through
eastern England and then across from Hexham to
Gretna Green. The second week was spent
explore Dumfries and Galloway, including taking
the ferry to Arran. 

On the back of the bicycle was a camera bag
containing a Mamiya twin-lens reflex camera
(with interchangeable lenses), a generous supply
of Ilford FP4 film and a fairly hefty tripod. My aim
was to find bed and breakfast accommodation, so
I only carried spare clothing and food needed to
keep me going during the day.

My pannier bags also contained Ordnance Survey
maps which revealed the locations of standing
stones, Neolithic stone circles and burial
chambers. My routes were selected to take in as
many as sensibly possible.

Despite the fairly substantial weight on the back I
averaged about eighty miles each day. I took a
day off  after an especially hilly ride between
Beverley and Hexham – I estimated I'd climbed

over three thousand feet in total – and, of course,
descended the same amount.  This day was spent
walking north to Hadrian's Wall and then
westwards to the Roman remains at Housesteads
and Vindolanda. As this entailed nearly twenty
miles of walking (I hitched a lift back along the
A69) I was actually more tired after this 'day off'
than before... 

The weather was suitably photogenic during the
whole fortnight and I came back with a large
number of negatives of which only a minority
have ever been printed.

This digital album comprises of scans of mostly
8x8 inch prints made shortly after I got back and
mounted into a loose-leaf 'portfolio'. The scans
were prepared July 2017. Apart from optimising
tonal range to mimic the prints there has been no
digital 'giggery pokery'. The exceptionally dark
skies in some images were obtained 'in camera'
by using both orange and polarising filters.

With the exception of the final image these prints
are arranged in chronological order.

In case you are wondering, to get back to Surrey
I caught the train from Ardrossan.
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